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Genomes and the Power
of Transformation
Virulence and avirulence genes carried on large, unstable pathogenicity islands
(PAI) strongly influence the course and fate of host–pathogen interactions. A
recent study shows how one such PAI can be rapidly transferred between two
closely related bacteria via transformation in vivo, and how this horizontal gene
transfer affects the fitness of the recipient strain.David S. Guttman
A contradiction exists between our
view of organisms as extremely
dynamic and responsive entities,
and our common perception of these
organisms’ genomes as static
structures that may change over long
evolutionary periods, but which are
largely isolated from the sturm und
drang of daily life. While the explosion
of new comparative genomic data is
breaking down our typological view
of genomes, and natural genetic
variation has finally come out of the
population genetics closet to be
widely appreciated as a critical
information source for clinical and
functional studies, there is still a
disconnect between the genomic
variation and plasticity we see
around us and our perception of
genomes as blueprints written in
permanent ink.
Natural selection can drive
significant genomic changes in
microbial populations over
dramatically short time frames. Much
of this genomic flux is associated
with mobile elements such as insertionelements, transposons, plasmids,
and phages. While the movement of
these elements is often deleterious
to the host bacterium, it can also
result in the mobilization and
acquisition of factors critical for the
survival or success of the bacteria in
specific environments. Few genomic
elements demonstrate this as clearly
as pathogenicity islands (PAIs), which
are large, unstable chromosomal or
plasmid-borne regions encoding
virulence-associated or resistance
genes [1]. PAIs typically carry genes
that facilitate DNA movement, such
as integrases and transposases, are
flanked by direct repeats, have GC
contents that differ from the
genomic average, and include
tRNAs that can act as the target
sites for DNA integration. The more
general term of ‘genomic island’
has been used to describe similar
unstable genomic regions that carry
loci other than those involved in
pathogenicity, such as those
required for symbiosis or adaptation
to specific niches.
PAIs are widespread among
pathogenic bacteria and commonlyencode factors that are necessary
and, in some cases, sufficient for
pathogenesis. For example, the
Escherichia coli locus of enterocyte
effacement (LEE) encodes a type III
secretion system required for the
attachment and effacement of these
pathogens to the intestinal lumen [2].
Similarly, the hrp/hrc cluster of the
phytopathogen Pseudomonas
syringae encodes a type III secretion
system that can deliver an assortment
of over seventy type III effectors into
their plant hosts [3].
While PAIs are clearly acknowledged
to vary among natural isolates, the
evolutionary pressures and time
required to generate this diversity is
typically a matter of speculation.
Retrospective and evolutionary
studies have been performed to
map the historical record of PAI
transfer and the subsequent ecological
and clinical consequences [4].
In vitro studies have been performed
to show that PAI mobilization can
be induced under laboratory
conditions. Nevertheless, it has
been much more difficult to study
the process of acquisition, loss,
and transfer of PAIs in vivo. This
may be due in part to the common
belief that these events work on
a time scale incompatible with
in vivo studies.
Important progress in understanding
the in vivo pattern and process of
PAI transfer was made by Dawn
Arnold’s group at the University of
the West of England [5] who
demonstrated how host–pathogen
interactions can drive PAI mobilization.
The dynamics of their system are
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Figure 1. Interactions between Pseudomonas syringae and its bean host.
(A) Pph1302A normally carries the PPHGI-1 PAI and has an incompatible (defense) interaction
with cultivar Tendergreen. Pph1448A does not carry the PPHGI-1 PAI and has a compatible
(disease) interaction. Pph1448A transformed with PPHGI-1 shows a classic incompatible
interaction. Note the images are for illustrative purposes only. (B) In planta growth assays
with Pph1302A and beans. The top section is a cartoon of the serial passage of the strains for
five iterations. The center section indicates the percent of Pph1302A colonies that caused
disease on bean due to the loss of the PPHGI-1 PAI for each passage. The lower section
shows the phenotypes of typical interactions during each passage. Both panels were modified
from [5].largely driven by a PAI-encoded type III
effector protein and a plant resistance
(R) protein. During virulent (i.e.,
compatible) interactions, many type III
effectors play important roles in
suppressing the host immune
response. Not surprisingly though,
some hosts have evolved R proteins
that are able to recognize specific
type III effectors and use this
recognition as a trigger for a
strong defense response (i.e.,
an incompatible interaction).
In their study, Arnold and colleagues
[5] serially passaged the bean
pathogen P. syringae pv. phaseolicola
1302 (Pph1302) through the bean
cultivar Tendergreen. Pph1302A
expresses the type III effector HopAR1
(formerly AvrPphB [6]), whileTendergreen expresses the R3
resistance protein that recognizes
HopAR1. This recognition induces an
immune response that suppresses
pathogen growth (Figure 1A). HopAR1
is encoded on aw106 kilobase PAI
called PPHGI-1, which also carries
genes involved in transcriptional
regulation, chemotaxis, signaling,
plasmid replication, partitioning,
conjugal transfer and type IV pilus
biosynthesis. The entire PAI is flanked
by 52 base-pair direct repeats
associated with a tRNAlys gene, and
its excision to a circular episome is
controlled by an integrase encoded
by xerC, located just inside the
PPHGI-1 right border.
As expected, the first in planta
serial passages of Pph1302A throughTendergreen produced an
incompatible interaction (strong
defense response suppressing
pathogen growth). Remarkably though,
after just two serial passages,
symptoms of a compatible
interaction began to appear, and very
strong disease symptoms were
observed by the fourth passage
(Figure 1B). Molecular analysis of
the recovered bacteria revealed
that the transition from incompatibility
to compatibility was due to the
complete excision and loss of the
PPHGI-1 PAI from the Pph1302A
genome, thus preventing
HopAR1-induced immunity.
In this issue of Current Biology, the
same group has now demonstrated the
first instance of horizontal gene
transfer of a PAI in vivo [7]. The
transfer of PPHGI-1 to another strain
occurred via transformation and was
specifically facilitated by the host
environment. To do this, Lovell et al. [7]
performed in vivo growth assays
using two strains, Pph1302A and its
very close relative P. syringae pv.
phaseolicola 1448A (Pph1448A).
As discussed, Pph1302A is avirulent
on bean cultivar Tendergreen
(induces an immune response) and
carries the PPHG1-1 PAI along with
with the hopAR1 gene. In contrast,
Pph1448A is virulent on this host
(causes disease) and carries neither
the PAI nor the type III effector gene.
After co-inoculation and only three
days of in planta growth they
observed that the intact PPHGI-1
PAI transferred from Pph1302A
to Pph1448A at a frequency of
3.831028 transconjugant-cells/
recipient-cells.
Lovell and colleagues [7] then
investigated the mechanism of
transfer. Using the classic approach
made famous by Griffith’s study of
transformation in Pneumococcus [8],
they found that the PAI was transferred
to Pph1448A at the same frequency
from both living and heat-killed
Pph1302A cells in planta. Further study
showed that other loci were also
transformed, so transformation was
not dependent on factors intrinsic to
PPHGI-1. They also found that the
frequency of transformation was
highest after only two days and
substantially higher when the two
strains were co-infiltrated into the
incompatible cultivar Tendergreen
than when they were tested in the
compatible cultivar Canadian
Dispatch
R859Wonder. Remarkably, no transfer was
observed in vitro at 23C unless
apoplastic fluids (extracellular fluid
found inside the leaf) were added to the
growth media, indicating that some
factor in the plant environment
increases the competence of P.
syringae.
While competence is largely
dependent on host factors, some
PPHGI-1 encoded genes were also
required for transformation. A
mutational analysis of the PAI found
that transformation was dependent
on the integrase genes xerC and xerD,
ORF 99, which is transcriptionally
linked to xerC, and the DNA repair
gene rulB. All of these mutations
were also found to prevent PPHGI-1
from forming a circular intermediate,
supporting their role in PAI excision
or stability.
While the focus of this study is on
the first demonstration of horizontal
gene transfer of a PAI in vivo, it
also raises a number of other
fundamental issues. The finding that
a plant-specific factor increases
transformation competence is
particularly important and can be
interpreted in a number of ways.
It’s tempting to speculate that the
induction of competence is
an adaptation promoting the
acquisition of foreign DNA and
subsequent generation of genetic
variation during infection. This
presupposes that the incorporation of
foreign DNA will be advantageous to
the recipient, or that competence
increases the evolvability of the
pathogen. Unfortunately, while these
arguments are appealing, they can be
problematic since the random
incorporation of foreign DNA will most
likely be deleterious, and the larger
issue of whether traits can evolve
that increase evolvability is highly
controversial since it often requires
selection to act above the level of
the individual [9,10].
Alternatively, the transfer may
simply be a byproduct of more basal
processes such as nutrient acquisition.
It appears the likelihood for
transformation is correlated with the
presence of free DNA in the apoplastic
fluid. This is not surprising since
transformation has been shown to be
a feeding process that allows bacteria
to scavenge nucleotides out of their
environment [11]. We would
therefore expect the rate of
transformation to be highest whenbacterial cells are dying, and
consequently when more DNA is
at least transiently present in the in
planta environment, such as during
incompatible interactions. Similarly,
lower transformation frequencies
should be seen when bacteria are
growing rapidly, such as during
compatible interactions, and
perhaps even less when the cells
are in relative stasis such as might be
the case for non-host interactions.
This conjecture corresponds with the
trends seen in the Lovell et al. [7]
data. The importance of the PPHGI-1
encoded genes such as xerC and rulB
to the transformation process may
simply be due to their role in
establishing a DNA molecule that is
more stable in the extracellular
environment, and therefore more
likely to exist long enough to be
transformed. Therefore, the increased
transformation competence brought
about by the plant apoplastic fluids
may simply be due to bacteria
sensing they are in an environment
with a higher frequency and relative
abundance of free DNA.
Another interesting issue is how
horizontal gene transfer can occur
when it results in a selective
disadvantage. The PPHGI-1 encoded
type III effector HopAR1 induces a
strong immune response that
suppresses bacterial growth upon
recognition by R3. Consequently,
the movement of PPHGI-1 into
Pph1448A transforms this strain
from virulent to avirulent. Of course,
the recombination machinery
cannot know whether a piece of
foreign DNA is advantageous or
deleterious, so there is no reason
to expect an incorporation bias one
way or the other. What would be
much less likely is to see these
transformants rise to an appreciable
frequency in the population. They
are effectively walking dead due to
their clear fitness disadvantage
relative to their clone-mates who
did not acquire the hopAR1
avirulence gene.
In summary, the work on the
P. syringae PPHGI-1 has clearly
demonstrated how very significant
genomic modifications can occur in
dramatically short periods of time
during the infection process.
Clearly, even a clonal population can
display substantial genome plasticity,
and the horizontal transfer of large
genomic elements can and doesoccur in vivo even when these
transformations make the recipient
strain less fit. It is not clear at this
point whether it is a thirst for genes
or nutrients that drives this
process, although the latter seems
more likely. It has also not been
absolutely shown that horizontal
gene transfer of a PAI helps bacteria
adapt to their immediate environment,
since the particular sequence
transferred in this study will be
deleterious to the recipient.
Nevertheless, it is only a very small
conceptual (and experimental) leap
to demonstrate this last point,
and clearly this simple microcosm
study only underscores how
tremendously dynamic and diverse
the natural world really is.
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